Functional water-in promotion of health beneficial effects and prevention of disease
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Abstract

Functional water science has gained attention recently in response to its physiological functions, health-promoting effects and disease prevention, especially on oxidative-stress-related diseases such as diabetes, cancer, arteriosclerosis, neurodegenerative diseases and side effects of hemodialysis. It has been proposed that in the case of naturally or electrochemically reduced water, the active agents are atomic or molecular hydrogen, mineral nanoparticles and mineral nanoparticle hydrides. Studies investigating functional qualities of functional mineral water or functional coherent mineral water in healthy humans suggest a capacity to maintain or restore physiological self-regulation to reduce variability accompanying a constant “steady state” condition, and/or propose the presence of fractal nonlinear mechanisms and long-range power-law correlations involved in physiological control and complex signaling networks to maintain homeostasis. The functional coherency of a mineral water aligns a nonlinear quantum coherent regime of physiological water as an important factor in the emergence of self-organization and self-consistency of the living organism, exclusively providing a mechanism for physiological non-locality. Formation of a super-coherent biological plasma-like physiological water is considered one of the most important characteristics of a healthy physiological state. Supplementation with a dietary volume of functional deep ocean mineral water, as a primordial source of nutritional minerals and trace elements, shows consistent anti-atherogenic effects, inhibition of atherosclerosis progression, and improved recovery from exhaustive physical fatigue with elimination of post-exercise oxidative damage.
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1. Introduction

Functional water science was first recognized by the Functional Water Association in Japan 1931. In 1960, functional water was applied to medical care as a health-beneficial water, and in 1966 admitted by the Ministry of Health and Welfare in Japan for treatment of gastrointestinal discomforts, i.e. chronic diarrhea, indigestion, abnormal gastrointestinal fermentation and hyperacidity (1). In contrast, it was not until 1984 that functional food science was allocated research funds for studying functional food or foods for specific health uses by the Japanese government (2). The Japanese Society for Functional water was established in 2001, and active studies on various functional waters have been performed to date (1). While functional food science has been given a formal legislative food category called “Foods for Specific Health Uses” (FOSHU), with three nutritional requirements, i.e. effectiveness, safety and determination of effective component(s), functional water science follows the regulations of the Ministry of Health and Welfare. In the case of proclaimed specific action towards illness or cure of a particular disease, the application has to be reviewed and authorized according to the Pharmaceutical Affairs Law. There is no formal legislative definition for functional food or functional water within the European Union or in United States (3). Consequently, subsequent countries and scientific organizations have created their own definitions of functional foods or waters.

Functional water science originated from the collaboration of sciences and the public need. It is the melding of water science and medicine, as it is a substance that crosses between liquid nutrimations and pharmaceuticals. Historically, the focus has been on preventive effects of oxidative-stress-related diseases (1,4,5) and later also on physiological health-promoting effects (1,6,7). On consumption of functional water clinical measures are obtained that follow the changes in health and homeostatic behavior through the use of physiological and biochemical biomarkers in the body. From these observations the health effects and proper clinical or dietary dosages and safe dosages have been mapped (1,4,5).

In humans, physiological water constitutes approximately 70 per cent of total body mass and 99 per cent of all molecules (8), which aligns a non-linear quantum coherent regime of physiological water as an important factor in the emergence of self-organization and self-consistency of the living organism, providing a mechanism for its non-locality (9,10). The function of water in the body is mainly classified according to i) the water molecule itself-where flowing water affects cellular function and the development and functions of organs (11,12), and hydration and Brownian movement of water are fundamentally important for protein function; ii) atoms and molecules derived from water molecules-such as protons, hydrogen atoms (active hydrogen), hydrogen anions, hydrogen molecules, oxygen molecules, and reactive oxygen species (ROS) (4); iii) molecules dissolved in water-such as mineral ions, mineral nanoparticles, organic and inorganic compounds, and gases (4); iv) the driving and regulatory role of water in governing the biochemical activity and bioenergetics where coherent domains (CDs; excited state of highly organized clustering of water molecules) become electron donors providing electron transfer processes of aqueous systems (13); and v) water as a liquid non-linear quantum medium where liquid water molecules of CDs become electron donors providing electron transfer processes of aqueous systems (13); and short-range static bonds, such as hydrogen bonds and electric dipole-dipole interactions, are the consequence of molecular condensation.
induced by these non-local fields (14,15).

Research on functional drinking water, especially reduced functional water, such as electrochemically reduced water (13) or natural reduced water (16), functional mineral water (6), functional coherent mineral water (7) or deep ocean mineral water (17), shows profound physiological function associated with health. Reduced waters are defined to have preventive and positive effects on oxidative-stress-related diseases such as diabetes, cancer, arteriosclerosis, neurodegenerative diseases, and side effects of hemodialysis (1). Functional mineral water is activated water with or without a defined coherent state exhibiting specific functions. There are many activation methods without a defined ordered state of water, such as electrolysis, treatment with a magnetic field, light irradiation, ultra-sonication, bubbling with gases, strong water flow and collision, treatment with specific types of minerals or rocks (1), and high pressure treatment (18). The physical and chemical qualities of coherent water have been identified in bulk water when transformed by means of water splitting into a lasting excited high-energy state of ordered water (19) and when exposed to very mild ground-state energy conditions, such as the influence of vortex agitation, freezing-thawing, evaporation-condensation, audio-sonication, capillary filtration, oscillating electromagnetic fields (20), water agitation with metal oxides (19), and influence of incident low entropy coherent sunlight after passing through a Fibonacci optical lattice (FOL) (7,21). Functional desalinated deep ocean mineral water (FDOM) originally obtained from the west Pacific Ocean (below 500 meters in depth) off the coast of Hualien County (Taiwan) is proposed to contain a primordial source of minerals contributing to the creation of life (17). FDOM is filtered by a two-step procedure with a primary micro filter (removal of microorganisms) and a secondary ultrafilter (removal of macromolecules and virus) before use (17).

2. Definition of functional water

According to the Functional Water Association of Japan, functional water is defined as a water that promotes the status of health and from which both treatment and physiological function have been scientifically demonstrated and shown reproducible, and where useful health-beneficial effects have been identified among natural and artificially treated waters (1). In Europe and the United States there is no specific definition besides that functional water denotes a water to be used in biological contexts in accordance with the definition of functional food (3,22). The functional quality of water restores self-regulative physiological conditions to maintain homeostasis (23). Related to functional foods, these products can only be considered functional if together with the basic nutritional impact they have beneficial effects on one or more functions of the human organism, thus either improving the general and physical conditions or/and decreasing the risk of the evolution of diseases (22,24). Like in Europe, where two types of claims, i.e. nutritional aspects and health, are permitted on functional foods (25), the FDA recently released guidelines for assessing health claims, entitled The evidence-based review system for the scientific evaluation of health claims (26).
### Table 1. The effects of functional water in health and disease

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functional water</th>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Subjects</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Dose, Duration</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Natural reductive water</td>
<td>Clinical study</td>
<td>Patients with abdominal complaints</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>0.5 l daily, 2 weeks</td>
<td>Improvement in abdominal symptoms</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural reductive water</td>
<td>Clinical study</td>
<td>Diabetes, type 2</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>2 l daily, 6 days, long time</td>
<td>Blood glucose and HbA1C decreased</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural reductive water</td>
<td>Clinical study</td>
<td>Diabetes, type 2 Hyperlipidaemia</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>2 l daily, 2 months</td>
<td>Blood cholesterol, triglyceride decreased</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural reductive water</td>
<td>Clinical study</td>
<td>Diabetes, type 2</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>2 l daily, 10 months</td>
<td>Antimetabolic syndrome effects increased</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ordinary tap water</td>
<td>Clinical study</td>
<td>Autonomic failure hypotension</td>
<td>19; 47</td>
<td>480 ml single dose</td>
<td>Rise in systolic blood pressure</td>
<td>57, 58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ordinary tap water</td>
<td>Clinical study</td>
<td>Healthy subjects</td>
<td>10; 13</td>
<td>500 ml single dose</td>
<td>Heart rate decreased HRV vagal activity increased</td>
<td>60, 61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional mineral water</td>
<td>Clinical study</td>
<td>Healthy subjects</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>100 ml single dose</td>
<td>Bradicardial response, vagal activity increased</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional coherent mineral water</td>
<td>Clinical study</td>
<td>Healthy subjects</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>100 ml single dose</td>
<td>Bradicardial response, VLF-HRV increased, improved cardiac health, momo and multifractal heart rate dynamics, self-organized non-local adaptability</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional deep ocean mineral water</td>
<td>Clinical study</td>
<td>Hypercholesterolic patients</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1050 ml daily; 6 weeks</td>
<td>Blood cholesterol and LDL protein decreased, Serum antioxidation increased Beneficial for prevention of atherosclerosis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional deep ocean mineral water</td>
<td>Clinical study</td>
<td>Healthy subjects Physical performance</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1,5 fold of body mass loss 4 doses at 30 min intervals</td>
<td>Accelerated recovery from physical fatigue, complete elimination of exercise-induced muscle damage, minimizing entropic stress</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional deep ocean mineral water</td>
<td>Clinical study</td>
<td>Eczema/dermatitis syndrome patients</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>0.5 l daily, 6 months</td>
<td>Skin symptoms improved, mineral imbalance recovered</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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3. Functional reduced water – clinical effects

Among functional waters natural reductive mineral water (NRW) and electrolyzed reductive water (ERW) have been the most investigated. Table 1 shows an overview of functional waters of different origin. Potable NRW and ERW are popular health-beneficial waters (1) that exhibit an alkaline pH (pH 8–10), are highly reductive, and have a negative oxidation-reduction potential and perform reactive oxygen species (ROS) scavenging activity (18). A double-blind placebo-controlled study in subjects who had abdominal symptoms such as pyrosis, dysphoria, abdominal distension, chronic diarrhea, and constipation were treated with ERW (27). The patients drank 0.5 l ERW (84 individuals) or purified tap water (79 individuals) daily for two weeks. The results showed that ERW significantly improved the abdominal complaints. In particular, chronic diarrhea patients who drank ERW showed significantly higher improvement efficacy (94.1%) compared with those who drank purified tap water (64.7%). Comprehensive clinical data suggested that drinking NRW or ERW improved oxidative-stress-related diseases (28–32). It was reported that in 45% of 320 patients with type 2 diabetes who drank 2 l natural Nordenau (Germany) mineral water per day, blood glucose and HbA1c levels were significantly decreased after six days. These levels were further decreased after long-term drinking (29). Additionally, blood cholesterol, low density lipoprotein (LDL), and creatinine levels were significantly decreased and high density lipoprotein were significantly increased. Drinking this water for a longer period resulted in an increase in the percentage of patients who were improved. In another open clinical study, 65 patients with diabetes and 50 patients with hyperlipidemia drank 2 l natural Hita Tenryousi (Japan) mineral water daily for two months. A significant decrease in blood sugar levels was observed in 89% of the patients. Blood triglyceride and total cholesterol levels with hyperlipidemia were significantly decreased in 92% of the patients (30). Furthermore, in two double-blind random clinical trials, the first on 29 and the second on 100 type 2 diabetes patients who drank 1 l or 2 l Hita Tenryousi mineral water per day for six or ten months, respectively, urinary 8-OH dG (a marker of DNA oxidation) was significantly decreased in the first of the two studies (31). Anti-metabolic syndrome effects were noted in the second study, such as a significant decrease in starved blood sugar levels, blood pressure, total cholesterol, LDL cholesterol, GOT, γ-GTP and triglyceride levels, arteriosclerosis index, uric acid levels, and a significant increase in leptin levels as well as improvement of constipation (32). The clinical recommendation was that drinking up to 2 l NRW water per day was beneficial for health.

4.1. Mechanism of action of functional reduced water

Clinical data suggested that ERW improved oxidative-stress-related diseases (28). The authors reported that ERW scavenged ROS and inhibited ROS-induced DNA damage in vitro (33). Electrolysis of water produces a strong reducing circumstance in the vicinity of a platinum cathode. On the cathodic platinum plate, hydrogen atoms (active hydrogen) and hydrogen molecules are generated. Mineral nanoparticle hydrides are also formed. Synthesized platinum nanoparticles scavenged superoxide anion radicals, hydroxyl radicals and hydrogen peroxide (34,35). These platinum nanoparticles also activated hydrogen molecules to hydrogen atoms by catalysis action. Natural reduced waters such as Hita Tenryousi water in Japan and Nordenau water in Germany also exhibited ROS scavenging activities (36). An active hydrogen mineral nanoparticles hypothesis
of reduced water was proposed to explain the mechanism of action of both ERW and NRW (1).

The insulin deficiency of type 1 diabetes mellitus is caused by oxidative damage of pancreatic β-cells attacked by immune cells (1). Type 2 diabetes is also strongly associated with the oxidative damage of myotube and adipocyte cells due to oxidative stress, hyperphagia, and lack of exercise. The natural waters obtained from Hita Tenryosui and Nordenau, and ERW have been shown to scavenge intracellular ROS in a hamster pancreatic β-cell line (HIT-T15 cells), and remarkably accelerate the secretion of insulin. The oxidative damage induced by alloxan, a type 1 diabetes inducer, is suppressed by ERW and NRW in cells and in alloxan-induced type 1 diabetes model mice (36-39).

Similarly, ERW, Hita Tenryosui water and Nordenau water scavenge ROS in rat L6 myotube cells and enhance sugar uptake (40). Nordenau water and Hita Tenryosui water promote the phosphorylation of the insulin receptor via suppression of the activity of tyrosine protein phosphatase, which is a redox-sensitive protein, and activate PI3 kinase as well as promote the translocation of the sugar transport carrier GLUT4 to the cell membrane to promote sugar uptake (16,41). These waters also alleviate sugar tolerance damage in type 2 diabetes model mice (30,42). ERW obtained from tap water improves the symptoms of diabetes model mice (43).

4.2. Other mechanistic effects of functional reduced water

Shortening of telomeres in cancer cells has been observed with ERW treatment (44). It suppresses tumor angiogenesis by scavenging intracellular ROS and suppressing the gene expression and secretion of vascular endothelial growth factor (45). ERW suppresses the growth of cancer cells and microorganisms (46,47) and induces apoptosis together with glutathione in human leukemia HL60 cells (48). Hydrogen-enriched water suppresses the side effects of anti-cancer drugs (1). Oxidative-stress-induced neural cell death was suppressed by ERW (49). Hydrogen-supplemented water suppresses arteriosclerosis and various anti-neurodegenerative disease effects (1). The application of ERW in hemodialysis has been studied intensively recently, with improved cellular activity and reduced oxidative stress in end-stage renal disease patients (50-55). Hita Tenryosui NRW has been found to promote aquaporin activity in penetration of water into cells (56). Substances transported via aquaporin’s are suggested to activate cellular immune responses, which allow prevention and/or treatment of chronic disease (1).

5. Ordinary drinking (tap) water – clinical effects

Consumption of ordinary drinking water has been shown to have substantial physiological effects on e.g. hemodynamic, cardiovascular and metabolic functions (57-62) (Table 1). Intake of 480 ml of drinking water led to a significant rise in blood pressure of between 30 and 100 mm Hg in 19 patients with autonomic failure and orthostatic hypotension (59,61). A pressor effect averaging 33-37 mm Hg was found in 47 middle-aged and elderly patients with autonomic failure. Systolic blood pressure increased by 11 mm Hg in elderly but not in young controls (60). Results also indicate that the pressor effect reaches a maximum at approximately 20–25 minutes and is sustained for over 60 minutes, due to a rise in sympathetic nerve activity (58,60,63,64). In normal subjects, the analysis of the time and frequency domains revealed a significant decrease in the heart rate, accompanied by a significant rise in heart rate variability (HRV) and high frequency power, indicating a shift toward increased vagal activity (60). The decline in the heart rate.
The rate reached its maximum at 15–35 minutes post intake (57-60). It has recently been shown that the increase in sympathetic outflow induced by water ingestion elevates cellular metabolism (6). In men, the increase in metabolic rate was mainly fueled by lipids, while in women carbohydrates were the source of increased energy production (62).

The primary sympathetic activation in response to water ingestion and the corresponding parasympathetic increase in vagus tone may be an auto-reflexive mechanism to restore homeostasis in conditions of distress, autonomic failure and dysfunction. This response is similar to that of perceptually directed, involuntary adaptive parasympathetic self-regulation of visceral functions to unconditional natural stimuli (65-69). A previous study in healthy volunteers demonstrated an instant restorative influence on the net sympathovagal activity of the heart at sensory induction of water stimuli from indoor greenery. Improvements were due to environmental air-mediated conditioning from plant transpiration of vortex-activated water (70).

6. Functional mineral water as a factor in physiological self-regulation

The improvement in adaptive physiological homeostasis demonstrated by ordinary drinking water has been further explored and clarified by ingestion of mineral water with defined functional qualities (71) (Table 1) to support physiological self-regulation and sustainable homeostasis (22,23). The increased ordering of ingested functional mineral water (FMW) was obtained by a three-dimensional topological raster field geometry that causes photons of ordinary light to self-organize, which tunes a persistent self-organized water state (71). Ingestion of a small single volume of FMW (100 ml) in 15 healthy subjects induced a bradycardial regulative response, which was dependent on an increase in cardiac vagal activity, a rapid parasympathetic restorative response from the heart, and also significantly affected and caused a rise in salivary humoral immunity. A concomitant increase in the power spectral density (PSD) parameters in low frequency (LF) and high frequency (HF) power bands implied induction of a stabilizing resonance in autonomic regulation at frequencies in the range of 0.1 Hz induced by mid-range LF signals. This resonance is strongly enhanced in the presence of an efficient heart rate reflex response by the vagus nerve (72). No correlation between BMI and time domain or PSD parameters could be identified, indicating that the effect of control water or FMW was independent of the variation in Body Mass Index (BMI). Water intake had no effect on mean systolic and diastolic blood pressure. However, a distinct difference in blood pressure curve shape between the two waters was noted, with FMW characterized by a straight invariant horizontal line aligned along the entire time scale and different from a slightly lower control blood pressure level, which suggested that FMW has a stabilizing effect on normal blood pressure. Additionally, a significantly lower variation in the standard deviation of systolic blood pressure might indicate fewer diurnal changes in blood pressure variability.

Considering the self-regulative stabilization of blood pressure induced by FMW it might have considerable predictive value for health outcomes, especially since an elevation in the variation of circadian blood pressure and hyper-amplitude-tension is associated with an increased risk of stroke and other vascular diseases (73,74). The self-adaptive tuning of blood pressure stability proposes the minute volume of ingested FMW as a multi-scaling nonlinear inducer of pressure regulation (75). In fact, the increase in parasympathetic activity observed with functional water may compensate for the previously reported
increase in sympathetic activity in patients with hypertension (76).

The autonomic adaptation to achieve homeostasis induced by FMW was partly supported by previous findings, in which similar conditions created by gaseous coherent water in air transpired from indoor greenery led to an improvement in parasympathetic activation in healthy subjects during exposure to and discrimination of the stress load from an EMF from a visual display terminal (70). The increase in parasympathetic activity was accompanied by an intensified spectral power band at frequencies in the range of 0.1 Hz in the presence of plants, which led to a state of ANS stability. The EMF contributed to an increase in the amplitude of very low frequency (VLF) signals, stimulating physiologic arousal. However, exposure to natural gaseous plant cues generated a reduction in VLF power, which indicated the plant stimuli affect involuntary responses to EMF-induced distortion in power spectral density (PSD) regulative signal processing, and that only active coherent plant cues induce qualities in air conditions equal to those of the control experiment before the EMF was applied. Since both active and control plants have a more or less similar effect on cardiac and autonomic functioning, besides the striking normalization in VLF power by the active plant, an additional involuntary non-sensory self-adaptive state accompanying sensory intake or attention can be induced by natural or specifically by coherent VLF-quenching stimuli, which is consistent with the theory of restorative effects of natural objects (66, 67–69).

The nervous system reflexively regulates the immune system in real time in the same way as it controls the cardiovascular response, blood pressure, respiration and other vital functions (65). Due to the bi-directional communication between the immune and nervous systems, external inflammatory stimuli can activate anti-inflammatory signals from the latter (65). The modulation of the immune response involves activation of afferent vagus nerve fibers (77). Thus, parasympathetic pathways can directly modulate the systemic response to pathogenic invasion. The increase in secretory Immunoglobulin A (IgA) in saliva as an immediate response to the ingestion of FMW confers a protective advantage on the host by limiting the magnitude of a potentially pathogenic peripheral immune response on mucosal surfaces. Systemic administration of functional water can alter the body water status and significantly increase the vagus nerve output. It is reasonable to assume that the rational modulation of vagus nerve activity caused by FMW may offer a preventive approach that increases resistance to various environmental pathogens.

The mechanisms suggested to mediate FMW-induced parasympathetic activation are based on stimuli that can change the molecular arrangement of cellular water in order to achieve net sympathovagal activity to obtain physiological homeostasis. The observation that HRV and PSD were unaffected by the variation in BMI between subjects indicates a dose-independent induction of nonlinear mechanisms and long-range power-law correlations involved in physiological self-regulation to maintain homeostasis (75). The parasympathetic response to FMW administered in a volume significantly below the recommended nutritional dose of ordinary water, and the observed concomitant physiological response of functional gaseous water reported previously (70), suggest a mechanism that resembles that of vortex-activated water as a mediator of subtle and unique parasympathetic stimuli (70). Since the decrease in heart rate and stimulation of vagal activity was achieved by means of a volume of FMW far below the standard dietary dose,
the response probably excludes the previously reported sympathetic regulation of the mitochondrial energy metabolism (62). Alternatively, the gain in energy may be due to highly efficient mitochondrial or even non-mitochondrial energy obtained from activated CDs to collect environmental weak non-local EMF energy, and export it as a self-stabilized coherent energy with an almost unlimited number of free electrons that can be used in cellular biochemical work (9).

The increase in parasympathetic activity accompanied by the intensified spectral power band at frequencies in the range of 0.1 Hz on the dietary dose of FMW (71) or in the presence of an active plant-related stimuli (70) leads to a state of ANS stability. It agrees with the results of previous investigations, which identified coordination of physiological rhythmic patterns as a condition for the attainment of a coherent state of autonomic functioning (74,78,79). The involuntary adaptation of parasympathetic activity, mediated by the functional conditions of vaporous water, suggests the synchronization of a giant, cooperative EMF-coordinated network that expands laterally in liquid and gaseous states of water (80). Previous observations of improvements in net sympathovagal activity, functional restoration of major physiological systems and positive effects on the overall status of human health by means of natural cues (66-69, 81,82) indicate that the high-grade energy of FMW may be a mediator of a perceptive involuntary adaptive regulation of homeostasis.

7. Functional coherent mineral water – nonlocal clinical effects

The dominant contribution of water molecules in molar terms and total mass in living systems makes water the apparent element that can give rise to a non-linear self-regulative quantum “super-coherent” state, and to a nest of CDs of water by inducing coherence among CDs forming a systemic axial coherence, such as the physiological water state of the human body (8,10). There it exists at normal body temperature, with its density fluctuations between a dominant coherent low entropy and a less frequent incoherent distorted high-entropy ordering water. The former is organized in spherical coherent domains (83,84) of clustering water molecules tuning in unison their quantum oscillations in phase with a self-trapped EMF within the CDs (85), forming an inclusive endo-plasma. The CDs can be activated to collect in their environment low-grade energy with high entropy, and transform it, by exciting coherent vortices of almost free electrons, into high-grade energy, with low entropy, so that this energy can be released outwards into useful work without thermal losses (9). The unique value of such super-coherent biological water spanning all the CDs throughout water is considered one of the most important characteristics of a healthy physiological state (86).

In 15 healthy subjects drinking a low dietary volume (100 ml) of functional coherent mineral water (FCMW), the primary effect besides an expected bradycardial regulative response on the heart (7) (Table 1) was a significantly larger total power of the heart with a concomitant increasing effect on 2–3 minute oscillations in the very low frequency (VLF) power band, indicating alteration in the heart’s intrinsic cardiac rhythm that is considered fundamental to health and wellbeing (87). The effect of control mineral water shifted, particularly affecting the 6–9-minute VLF signals. The coherency of FCMW was generated by having incident daylight passing through a FOL (7,21,88). The FOL works as a fractal spatial-wave “Fourier raster”, capable of transforming the spatial dissonance of incident EMF oscillations into coherent wave components (88). An
organized, highly stable coherent ordering of FCMW forms on irradiation in the presence of low-entropy visible or infrared light at ambient conditions, characterized by persistent fractal long-range attraction based on self-organization ability (21).

The intrinsic regulation in VLF-induced HRV was strongly coordinated to mono and multifractal scaling of heart rate dynamics, which defines self-regulative non-local adaptability with higher capacity to respond to unpredictable stimuli and stresses, a characteristic of a healthy autonomic function (75). This result introduced new information to the results of previous findings discussed in section 6 above (6. Functional mineral water as a factor in physiological self-regulation); firstly, the beneficial effect of intake of FMW on a rapid parasympathetic restorative response, stimulating mucosal humoral immunity and a proposed self-regulative stabilization of blood pressure (71), and secondly, the humidifying effect of indoor greenery irrigated with vortex water, which improved a vagus-induced sympathovagal balance on the heart in healthy volunteers exposed to ordinary EMFs in visual display terminal work (70). The finding that consumption of FMW was likely to involve a condition of autonomic resonance (79,87) and a net sympathovagal activity on the heart contributed to new information that low-density coherent qualities of body water participated in the regulation of cardiovascular functioning. Since the functional quality of mineral water was generated from a three-dimensional geometrical field raster space with a path-curve form of an interlocked vortex (71), in terms of optics, while uniformly passing through space the radiation undergoes rearrangement and transforms into a non-linear series of wave structures with fractal ordering. This low-entropy state of highly ordered photons, assumed to generate coherent EMF oscillations in water in the low frequency (LF) region around 0.1 Hz, was proposed as acting as a non-local resonating amplifier of intrinsic cardiac coherent oscillations. A concomitant influence on the processing of coherent oscillatory information as well as non-local functioning of liquid FMW or conditioned air from indoor greenery (70) is likely. Consequently, assessing the regulatory autonomic capacity of FMW, three-dimensional path-curve forms obtained from non-local ordering of conditioned mineral water (71) or air from indoor greenery (70) appear to represent an index of vagally mediated improved HRV, which induce auto-coherent heart rhythms, typically amplifying signals in the LF region around 0.1 Hz.

Notwithstanding the VLF coupled multifractal cardiac properties obtained from drinking FCMW, the high-symmetry state of the optical vortex form generated by the two-dimensional FOL (88) gains encoded information of a bradycardial regulative response on heart rate accompanying a significant increase in the 2-3 minute VLF band, reflecting a strengthening in mono and multifractal heart-rate dynamics. Results imply that the VLF rhythms of the heart are in fact stimulated after consumption of a conditioned coherent water state, which entails a highly ordered and multifractal arrangement of the molecular configuration of the physiological “body water” with an apparent non-local EMF identity (7).

In accordance with FMW stabilizing blood pressure (71), drinking FCMW resulted in a higher consistent mean difference in curve shape from the baseline, indicating a steady arterial systolic and diastolic blood pressure. The impact of fractal scaling along with distinct classes of non-linear interactions reveal that fractal self-regulation appears to underlie important
aspects of cardiac VLF influence of endogenous blood pressure rhythms on the heart, which might have considerable predictive value for health outcomes (73,74).

The defined change in HRV implies the VLF rhythm is a specified intrinsic sympathetic oscillation modulated by nonlocal and nonlinear fractal signal processing (75), which is also involved with thermal, metabolic rate, hormonal, and visceral regulation (89), in addition to cardiac-related activity (90). Since the VLF band is sensitive to ruminative or worrisome thoughts frequently observed in many psychophysiological disorders, the signal has been considered a potentially powerful tool for autonomic regulation. When physiological activity was reflected to the patient in a self-management program, VLF rhythms served as an indicator of the patient’s attempt to achieve a calm and peaceful internal state (89). In the presence of an EMF, the influence of higher VLF signals indicated a distortion in ordinary long-term heart cycles of an extended biological duration, possibly affecting and inducing a long-term hormonal response to external stressors — thereby optimizing individual coping ability and the perception of control (91). It has been proposed that the long-term cycles of the VLF band originate from self-oscillations in the vasomotor part of the baroreflex loop of the heart and in heart transplant recipients without autonomic innervation. The heart has very little activity in the VLF region, indicating that the majority of the activity in this band is due to autonomic influence (91,92).

7.1. The heart and brain rhythms overlap with geomagnetic activities

The influence from the background non-local low VLF of the heart could be related to the fact that in order to load energy in the water CDs, a resonating magnetic field is needed (14). In higher organisms, such as humans, these fields can be induced by the nervous system. In elementary organisms, such as bacteria or yeast cells and physiological liquids, i.e. water, environmental fields like geomagnetic fields can serve as the inducer (14,90,93). These modes act as stationary fields produced by the magnetic activity occurring in the shell whose boundaries are the surface of the earth-conductive ionosphere resonant cavity, which acts as a mirror wall for VLF and Alfvén waves (83). Aqueous solutions of bicarbonates, superoxide radicals, and other ROS, when excited, show variations in energy-emitting activity that have been found to correlate with fluctuations in the geomagnetic field (93). Accordingly, bacterial and viral DNA sequences have been found to induce low-frequency EMFs in high aqueous dilutions (92). The formation of condensed DNA copies was triggered by the ambient geomagnetic EMF background of VLFs related to the Schaumann resonances (SR), specifically the 7.8 Hz band. In humans, physiological rhythms and global collective behaviors are not only synchronized with solar and geomagnetic activity, but disruptions in these fields can also invoke adverse effects upon human health and behavior (94). It is well established that the resonant frequencies of geomagnetic Ultra Low Frequencies (ULF) (0.006–0.2 Hz) overlap closely with the frequencies of the cardiovascular system (0.002 Hz–0.2 Hz), while SR (7.8–51 Hz) directly overlap with those waves of the human brain (Theta 4–7 Hz, Alpha 8–12 Hz, Beta 12–30 Hz, and Gamma 30–100 Hz). It is expected that variations in intensity in these fields have a strong correlation with changes in HRV indices, especially with changes in the VLF rhythms of HRV (93). Based on these observations, the outcome of experimental observations from indoor greenery (70), and the constitution of a fractal quantum dissipative state (21) of FMW (71) or
FCMW (7), implies this water state is a plausible amplifier of extending VLF signals compliant with those of a ULF with an enhanced dominating impact on specifically 2–3 minutes (5.6–7.8 mHz) long-range VLF rhythms of the heart, and different from the local effect of control mineral water on particularly 6–9 minutes (2.9–3.9 mHz) VLF signals, which includes a generic restraint of the entire VLF band.

To get a collective performance of water CDs, which can give rise to resonance with intrinsic VLF rhythms, would require a uniform rate of energy loading from, e.g., a magnetic field for all involved CDs (14). A plausible interaction with geomagnetic ULF can affect the human cardiovascular system, because several ULFs are in a comparable range with those of the human heartbeat and its rhythms (95). The external non-local background load of conditioned EMF photons in water CDs is in resonance with, e.g., the frequency of ULF geomagnetic field pulsations that can be biotrophic (96), specifically, stable continuous pulsations (Pulsations continuous; Pc). Accordingly, Class Pc4 (time period 45–150 sec) or Pc5 (time period 150–600 sec) (97) may contribute to the rise in cardiac intrinsic 2–3 minute VLF rhythms (92). This observation adds partly new information that VLF rhythms obtained from two-dimensional path-curves represent a strengthening of healthy multifractal heart rate dynamics (75) strongly correlating with non-local self-regulation mechanisms, underlying the fact that the VLF rhythm is the primary source of this rhythm within the heart itself (87).

7.2. Double vagal-sympathetic response hypothesis

The reflexive neural regulation of the immune system in real time is in accordance with the cardiovascular response, blood pressure, respiration, and other vital functions (65,98). The modulation of the immune response, a cardioprotective effect on the heart (65), and promotion of energy conservation by maintaining the heart rate lower than the intrinsic effect on heart rate (65) involves parasympathetic activation of afferent vagus nerve fiber (99). The previous observation on consumption of FMW (71) supported a proposed parasympathetic mediated self-regulative stabilization of blood pressure, accompanying a protective advantage of mucosal humoral immunity by the increase in secretory IgA in saliva. However, drinking FCMW, the sympathetic VLF influence on a temporally and marginally time-limited increase in blood pressure, and the consistency of a steady difference in blood pressure curve shape from baseline, with a densified stabilized secretory IgA on mucosal surfaces, conforms partly with the double vagal-sympathetic response hypothesis (77). The mechanism behind this response suggests that the sympathetic pressor effect evoked by the intake of water raised an immediate counterbalanced cardiac vagal activity, which promotes a bradycardial effect (100-103). The bradycardial response on consumption of FCMW water is proposed as elicited from a non-local and fractal organized modulation of the 2–3 minute VLF rhythm on the heart, offering a preventive and stabilizing effect on blood pressure with an additional densified protection against mucosal pathogenic colonization. Importantly, to keep autonomic balance a healthy system is constantly and dynamically changing (75). Therefore, an important indicator of the status of health of the regulatory systems is the capacity to respond to and adjust the relative autonomic balance, e.g. the heart rate, to the appropriate state for the context the individual is engaged in at any given moment (94). Consequently, the dynamic bradycardial regulatory response accompanying the 2–3 minute induced VLF rhythm identified a reflexively intrinsic and non-local originated
ability of the physiological self-regulatory system to maintain the relative balance between the sympathetic and parasympathetic systems, independent of sympathetic or parasympathetic controls or the autonomic balance between these controls as indexed by different measures of HRV (104). The rise in normal 2–3 minute VLF power obtained in a restful sitting position appears to promote and indicate a self-sustained and healthy function. Accordingly, the apparent shift from local longer (6–9 minute) to non-local shorter (2–3 minute) VLF rhythms strengthens a self-oscillatory global sympathetic outflow from the heart’s intrinsic activity, where the VLF-induced change in beat-to-beat fluctuations of the heart regulate an adaptive, minor and steady rise in blood pressure (94).

7.3 Coherent domains export quantum electrodynamic energy

The quantum properties of the functional coherent state of mineral water (21) at ambient temperature and pressure conditions relate to quantum electrodynamic (QED) field theory (86), as evoked by the interaction between the high-entropy photons of incident ordinary daylight passing through the high-symmetry FOL raster space. According to the theory of dissipative systems’ ability to self-regulate (105), it was implied that the exchange of energy and entropy with the environment relied on the fact that the absorption of spatially self-organized low-entropy photons of incident conditioned sunlight into high-grade energy with low entropy displaces the equilibrium towards a dominance of coherent water CDs. Likewise, the CDs of functional coherent mineral water were characterized by a distinctive configurative coherent aqueous state with a fractal scaling low-entropy relationship in radiative temperature fluctuations that maintained a self-organized structural adaptation irrespective of ambient temperature (21). When energy from the quantum field was captured by the incident photons, they were self-trapped and turned into an excited state of coherent photons oscillating in phase with the quantum EMF (86). At this point, the Lamb-like shift, a critical number of coherent water molecules are tuned together and are enclosed within the CDs, where a phase transition occurs (86). The coherent oscillations of the molecules in the CDs no longer require any external supply of energy. CDs are stabilized and self-organized on all scale levels, which in the coherent state of mineral water was identical to a strong power law relationship in the fractal scaling boundary of thermal IR emission flickering, characterized by high persistence, and the existence of CDs that enable a reservoir of quasi-free electrons (21).

CDs are spontaneous receptors of weak non-local EMF signals (86). Water molecules become structurally clustered, not only attracting adjacent water molecules but also other guest molecules able to resonate with the same frequency (9). With a further increase in density, the CDs become a net exporter of energy because the self-stabilized coherent state has a lower energy than the ionization threshold of an ordinary water state (86). Such coherent CDs contain millions of a low-entropy state of non-local clustered water molecules, and a non-vanishing probability of having an infinite number of quasi-free electrons that can be donated readily to electron-acceptor systems. The quasi-free electrons, considered as the most significant property of a quantum coherent system, form frictionless vortices with an extremely long lifespan (10), lasting for days or weeks depending on a self-regulated magnetic moment that aligns coherent intrinsic and external vortices that cannot degrade thermally. In view of the novel observation in FCMW of a VLF mediated oscillation with non-local origin, the significant decrease in heart rate,
independent of changes in respiratory sinus arrhythmia accompanied by an approximate decline (4.5% related to the control 2.6%) in intermediary aerobic mitochondrial metabolism and in the production of biological energy (i.e. adenosine triphosphate, ATP), the CDs can be a candidate in a proposed mimic role of an enzyme functioning as a source of highly excited electrons (86). Hypothetically, in their excited coherent phase the CDs could act as a donator of excited electrons or catalyze an excitation to a fairly low activation energy to free them to be able take part in the mitochondrial electron transfer at just the activation energy of a specific enzyme corresponding exactly with the excitation energy of the relevant coherent state of clustering CDs (86). Notably, the recent study on drinking 500 ml of ordinary water found the metabolic rate enhanced by 30%, mainly fueled by the oxidation of lipids in men and carbohydrates in women (62).

Considering the VLF coupled multifractal cardiac properties obtained from drinking FCMW, the high-symmetry state of the path-curve form generated from a two-dimensional FOL gains encoded information of physical matter in three-dimensional space (106). A counteracting spherical force of two vortices flowing in opposite directions reconstructs a higher state of spatial symmetry of incident photons of ordinary light at different frequencies that are organized virtually according to fractal wave dynamics in space passing the geometry. Self-trapped higher-symmetry-state photons captured by water CDs may oscillate in resonance with collective coherent electron vortices and molecular rhythms within the excited CDs (9). In the ordered coherent water state, an incremental oscillatory change in a dynamic concentric temperature gradient aligns with the formation of two interlocking vortices flowing in opposite directions, with a slight difference in thermal IR temperature between the two gradient path-curve forms (21). Accumulated, condensed and structurally ordered energy distributed into several concentric temperature zones of the two interlocking vortices was aligned with a broadening temperature interval towards lowered temperatures in the segments with most ordered CDs.

8. Functional deep ocean mineral water – clinical effects

Deep ocean mineral water designates a water that flows below 500 m from the surface of the sea (107). Supplementation with a desalinated dietary volume of FDOM acts as a primordial source of nutritional minerals and trace elements. Besides the major minerals, more than 70 trace elements and micro-nutritionals have been documented (108) (Table 1). Observations of FDOM effects have shown consistent anti-atherogenic effects against dietary challenges (109-110). In a double-blind study on 42 hypercholesteremic subjects (110) randomly divided in three groups (drinking reverse osmotic water, FDOM or magnesium-fortified water) the 14 volunteers who drank 1050 ml FDOM daily for six weeks had a decrease in blood total cholesterol and this effect was progressively enhanced with time. Serum low-density lipoprotein-cholesterol was also decreased. Further, total cholesterol levels in FDOM subjects were significantly lower than those in the two other groups. FDOM consumption also increased the antioxidative capacity in serum. As hypercholesterolemia is the major cause of atherosclerosis in humans, the treatment with FDOM can be beneficial for the prevention of atherosclerosis (110).

To test a hypothesis whether deep oceans contain the evolutionary preferred constituents, as terrestrial organisms indeed evolved from deep oceans, the supply of FDOM to humans, as a land creature, may replenish the loss of molecular complexity
associated with evolutionary sea-to-land migration (108). A study was performed on 12 healthy humans to investigate the time required for physical performance to recover after a dehydrating exercise running on a motorized treadmill (maximum running time was 240 min) when FDOM or a placebo drink was administered for rehydration. Measures of physical performance, physiological stress, and muscle damage were determined at 4, 24 and 48 h during recovery. Consumption of FDOM during recovery at an amount equivalent to 1.5 times each individual body mass loss, and divided into four sub-supplements ingested at 30-minute intervals, substantially accelerated recovery from physical fatigue in aerobic power and enhanced lower-body muscle power after a prolonged bout of dehydrating exercise. This improvement appears to be associated with complete elimination of exercise-induced muscle damage, suggesting that FDOM contains components that can complement and enhance the molecular and cellular complexity of humans to minimize entropic stress produced during prolonged physical activity in the heat. The key components of FDOM contributing to the observed ergogenic benefits are not exactly known. The constituents of the FDOM are characterized by enriched contents of minerals (boron, magnesium, lithium, and rubidium), where boron is known to attenuate exercise-induced rise in plasma lactate (111) and to prevent magnesium loss (112). Serum magnesium concentration and dietary magnesium intake are known correlates of muscle strength (113). Consequently, as a primary contributing factor, the components in FDOM may work cooperatively to sustain normal human performance.

The higher content of magnesium, lithium and rubidium in FDOM may be associated with strengthened antioxidant capability against oxidative stress during post-exercise stress recovery (114). In animals, lack of magnesium in their diet leads to increased free radical production (115), while magnesium supplementation eliminates free radical production (116,117). Lithium can increase the free radical scavenging capability and thus help to increase the resilience of a cell against destructive free radical attack (118).

One significant feature of FDOM is the enriched rubidium content compared to fresh water. Rubidium concentration increases considerably in seawater as the depth of the ocean approaches 450 meters. The concentration in human plasma is 2.5–3.0 times higher than that found in FDOM (119) and has a high retention rate in the human body (120), and has been suggested as an essential factor in preserving biological integrity against daily entropic stress (121). Drinking 500 ml FDOM daily for six months restores mineral imbalance in atopic eczema/dermatitis syndrome (AEDS) (122) and skin symptoms were improved in 27 out of 33 patients. The consumption of FDOM resulted in a significant decrease in hair potassium while selenium levels increased. The toxic minerals mercury and lead decreased significantly. The mineral imbalance may be involved in the pathogenesis of AEDS and drinking FDOM may be useful in treatment of AEDS.

9. Conclusions
1) Functional water originated in Japan in the 1930s. The Japanese Society for Functional water was established in 2001 and scientific studies on various functional waters have been performed to date. Functional waters produced in Japan have to be reviewed and approved by the Ministry of Health and Welfare and authorized according to the Pharmaceutical Affairs Law to be admitted for the market. Countries within the European Union and United States do not have any legislative claims on
functional water.

2) The Functional Water Association in Japan defines functional water as a water that promotes the status of health and from which both treatment and physiological function have been scientifically demonstrated and shown to be reproducible, and where useful health-beneficial effects have been identified among natural and artificially treated waters.

3) Accumulating evidence has shown that particularly reduced waters are health beneficial and suppress oxidative-stress-related diseases, especially type 2 diabetes, which has been studied extensively. The mechanisms are considered to be connected to the hydrogen molecule and its activation, conversion and stabilization in interaction with nanoparticles that may act as antioxidants.

4) Functional mineral waters and their coherent equivalents comprise a capacity to maintain physiological self-regulation to reduce variability associated with nonlinear and non-local mechanisms involved in maintaining homeostasis. Formation of a “super-coherent” giant physiological water state is considered one of the most important characteristics of a healthy physiological state.

5) Functional and desalinated deep ocean mineral water can increase human robustness against entropic physical exhaustive challenge by elimination of oxidative tissue damage, generate reduction of hypercholesterolic effects with plausible retardation of atherosclerosis, and alleviation of the pathogenesis of atopic eczema/dermatitis syndrome.
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